
1. Do you have any videos of these lines?
No, we do not.

2. What is the pipe type of the existing lines?
We believe them to be Asbestos Cement/ Concrete

3. Do you require bypass pumping for CIPP only or also for CCTV clean & video?
Due to the challenges of working with a busy State Hwy, no bypass pumping.We expect
th work to be completed at night. The City will plug and hold material for up to 4 hours.

4. Standard CCTV cleaning is three passes with a high velocity jetter and for areas that
require heavy cleaning, additional calcium grinding may be required. Do you anticipate
heavy cleaning to be needed for this project, and if so, how much heavy cleaning, and
how would it be compensated?
ADD an Additional line Item with Bid Document  for Calcium grinding if needed. Also
needs to be pre approved by both Parties.

5. Is there additional documentation?
All Documents were emailed out to interested parties.

6. Is there a security bond requirement?  If so, for what % of the job and do you have a
bond form we should use?
No Security Bond Is needed.

7. The mailing address is a post office box; FedEx would need a street address if we do not
hand carry to your Public Works Department on 300 Hunt Ave.
Mail Carrier will Deliver to 300 Hunt Avenue Alamosa Co. 81101  City of Alamosa Public
Works Department or emailed to eschwiesow@ci.alamos.co.us by the deadline.

8. Liquidated damages?
None

9. Bid Form, #10: “Certificate of Insurance with a standard coverage” to be included with
the 2-page Bid Form means what?
Showing that Bidder has standard Insurance coverage to do work.

10. Responses to these questions from us, and from any other bidder, will be posted on the
city website? YES. Where specifically should I look for that?
https://cityofalamosa.org/finditfast/living-in-alamosa/public-bids/

11. ADD 37’ To Project Due to Second Manhole on 7th Street
12. Work Should be done at night due to the storage capacity of Sewer and Traffic.
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